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In trade in high technology goods, Canada, along with other countries, is interested to
examine closely the nature of the American proposal in order to determine whether
and how this problem might be addressed in the context of GATT .

The Japanese, for their part, have adopted a somewhat cautious approach towards the
ministerial meeting while being generally supportive . I suspect they see it as a safety
valve which will help somewhat to alleviate the international pressure on them from
all the trading partners to liberalize their own import regime . Japan recognizes that it
has a major stake in preserving the open multilateral trading system .

The European Community is still busy digesting the results of the Tokyo round and
its own enlargement. They also feel somewhat threatened by what they perceive to be
an ambitious American trade policy . However, the Community has been playing its
part in preparations for the ministerial meeting, recognizing that it is critical to the
future of the trading system that that meeting be a success .

Canadian Our game plan for the GATT ministerial and for the broader trade strategy is taking
guidelines shape but the measure of success for both will be the extent to which our objectives

relate to the problems and the obstacles you in business encounter . The credibility of
the system is at stake. With that system rides much of our potential for sustained
future growth, and, most importantly, for an expansion of profitable jobs for
Canadians. Our basic guidelines are as follows :

- We in government are prepared to continue to seek improved market access abroad
for efficient Canadian producers .

-We will work actively to ensure that our trading partners live up to agreements
struck with them .

- When our trading partners frustrate access conditions which affect Canadian com-
panies adversely, we will challenge such measures .

-We will continue to provide a variety of aids to exporters through our export
development programs.

- We will also, to the best of our ability, ensure that Canadian exporters receive the
same credit facilities as are available to their competitors . (I should note, however,
that we are in the forefront of those countries seeking to improve the discipline -
namely to reduce the subsidy element - of export credits . )

I invite the private sector to do its part . I want our exporters to take full advantage of
concessions obtained through trade negotiations . Our department stands ready to
help individual businessmen to identify markets and to help resolve trade barriers
which may inhibit their sales in foreign countries .

We need your ideas and your support to strengthen and improve the international
trading system in such a way as to serve current and long-term Canadian interests . I
am convinced that, by working together in the area of international trade, we can
help revitalize the Canadian economy in the interest of all Canadians .
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